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Do Re Mi Fa So La Ti Do

Isn't that neat? A nice set of note names that is 

easy to remember. How about these ones?

C D E F G A B

That's quite nice too. The advantage here is 

they follow some natural order, albeit at the 

expense of a little personality. Okay then, how 

about these note names?

Do Re Me Fa So Le Ti Do

At first glance, that looks a lot like the first 

example but it's not. You have  instead of  and  instead of . It's a minor scale. Using English me mi le la

notation you get

C D Eb F G Ab B

Eugh, even worse. What is that  thingy anyway? Our neat note naming system has already become 'b'

confusing.

The problem lies with what I call . Diatonic scales are seven note scales obtained by diatonic bias

following six circles of fifths from any note. They have all sorts of wonderful magical properties like 

evenness and consonant harmonic intervals and chords. It's no wonder they formed the basis of 

Western music. Pentatonic scales, which evolved in different places around the world, also have 

similar properties.

All our musical nomenclature and notation evolved to accommodate diatonic scales. It made sense to 

have an A, a B, a C, a D and so forth in every scale. It didn't matter if it was called A# or Bb, you had 

. Besides, back then A# and Bb were different notes. all the letters from A to G in every scale

Reading music from a staff with absolute pitches took extra work because you had to remember which 

notes were 'sharp' or 'flat'.

Then came along  and pitch standards. A# became the same note as Bb and equal temperament

overnight we had the concept of a . 12 distinct notes that we could use to play any chromatic scale

diatonic scale in any key. So much simpler!

The diatonic note names and staff stuck though, so now we use names like these for our twelve notes:

C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B

Do Di Re Ri Mi Fa Fi So Si La Li Ti
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C Db D Eb E F Gb G Ab A Bb B

Do Ra Re Me Mi Fa Se So Le La Te Ti

What a mess. If I see Ab, A and A# (or a Le, La and a Li) I think they must be related. In fact they're 

completely unrelated pitches. Together they form the most dissonant intervals out there. They only 

have the same names so we can have an 'A' or a 'La' in every diatonic scale.

If we simply  we'd have several advantages. Firstly, it's easy to numbered pitches from 1 to 12

determine the interval between notes by doing a simple subtraction. This makes the music easier to 

understand since the relationship between notes and chords is more visible. Secondly, it's easier to 

play because you just have to count frets or keys or half steps. Thirdly, chromatic notation is much 

simpler.

Take a look at this piece of music on a diatonic staff and on a chromatic staff. Which do you think 

makes more sense? [source: ]musicnotation.org

Diatonic Notation

Chromatic Notation

Diatonic staffs like this are why I gave up reading music. It's just distracting.

Our  also suffer heavily from diatonic bias. interval names

Unison

Minor second

Major second

Minor third

Major third

Perfect fourth

http://musicnotation.org/tutorials/chromatic-staves-example


Perfect fifth

Minor sixth

Major sixth

Minor seventh

Major seventh

Octave

What is the relationship between a minor third and a major third? Well, they both are the third note in 

different diatonic scales. That's all. If you listen to them they sound completely different. In fact, 

. The major third is the fifth harmonic and the minor third is the harmonically they are very far apart

NINETEENTH. Emotionally the minor third portrays sadness and the major third happiness!

Naming intervals by their harmonic relationship could have been more meaningful and more portable 

to other modes. When you look at intervals ordered by their  you can see why harmonic number

some are used more frequently than others. There is some sense to it.

# Interval

1 unison

2 octave

3 perfect fifth

5 major third

7 minor seventh

9 major second

11 tritone

13 major sixth

15 major seventh

17 minor second

19 minor third

21 perfect fourth

27 major sixth

Harmonic naming would have been unlikely though because of the way simple instruments are 

created with pitches in ascending order. Solfege had an opportunity to give personality to intervals by 

giving them non-consecutive names. Unfortunately it fell subject to diatonic bias with the addition of all 

the whole Di and De and Do and Re and Ri and Ra nonsense.

The Common Era does give us some meaningful names for intervals (or more correctly, scale 

degrees), however unsurprisingly it only gives us seven.

Tonic

Supertonic

Mediant

Subdominant



Dominant

Submediant

Leading Tone

Intervals have been shown to have consistent emotional effects amongst listeners so there is potential 

for an emotion-based naming system. Here are some emotions commonly attributed to different 

intervals. [source: ]howmusicreallyworks.com

Minor second Melancholy, displeasure, anguish, darkness

Major second Pleasurable longing, displeasure

Minor third Tragedy, sadness

Major third Joy, happiness, brightness

Perfect fourth Buoyancy, pathos

Tritone Violence, danger, tension, devilishness

Perfect fifth Cheerfulness, stability

Minor sixth Anguish, sadness

Major sixth Winsomeness, pleasurable longing

Dominant seventh Irresolution, displeasure, mournfulness

Major seventh Aspiration, displeasure, violent longing

Octave Lightheartedness

Music has a long history of evolution that we can't escape. Our naming system is just another artifact. 

While diatonic scales are great, naming everything to accommodate them is limiting. We can come up 

with more useful names for our pitches and intervals, perhaps based on the chromatic scale or 

psychoacoustics.

I say, let's do it :)
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